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Third-generation long-read sequencing technologies tackle the repeat problem in genome assembly by producing reads that are long enough to span most repeat instances. In principle one expects that with such reads
most bacterial genomes will be assembled into a single contig [1]. However in practice, some datasets fail to
be perfectly assembled even with leading assemblers, and are fragmented into a handful of contigs. As a mean
to investigate those cases, we consider the string graphs that are generated by assemblers during intermediate
stages of the assembly process. We seek to establish a coherent framework for analyzing these graphs, in the
hope that they will help us determine the biological causes that led the assembler to output shorter contigs. This
poster presents some preliminary results of such an analysis.
We visualized, analyzed and compared assembly graphs generated by Canu [2] and Miniasm assemblers
[3] on biological (MBRAC-26 [4]) and synthetic datasets (created with LongISLND [5]). We introduce the
concept of graph projection of an assembly graph onto another, taking advantage of the recent GFA format.
We are thus able to observe how reads that are neighbors of contigs extremities overlap, in terms of error
rate and overlap length. We implemented an automatic and user-friendly snakemake pipeline that generates a
HTML report for each assembly. We identified cases of contigs that were not joined by the assembler despite
indications in the string graph that such joins could have been made. These cases highlight potential directions
on how to improve the assembly process. In future work we will take advantage of this investigation to propose
alternative assembly hypotheses based on string graph analysis.
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